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We calculate microinstability growth rates in JET optimized shear plasmas with a comprehen-
sive gyrofluid model, including sheared E x B flows, trapped electrons, and all dominant ion
species in realistic magnetic geometry. We find good correlation between E x B shear suppres-
sion of microinstabilities and both the formation and collapse of the internal transport barrier.

I. Introduction

Suppression of turbulence by E x B shear is a leading candidate for understanding the
mechanism of transport improvement in L-H transitions and in the formation of internal trans-
port barriers. However, most of the evidence supporting this view is somewhat qualitative.
Usually, one expects turbulence suppression when WE,the E x B shearing rate, is on the order
of the linear growth rate or a turbulent decorrelation time. Many investigations of this nature
use simplified estimates of the linear growth rate or approximate models to include the flow
shear. In this work we extend these studies by calculating the microinstability growth rates
with a comprehensive numerical gyrofluid calculation evolving the dynamics of the main ion
species, impurities, beams, and trapped electrons. We also now include the sheared E x B flow
directly in the calculation of the instability growth rates.

II. Incorporating sheared E x B flows in gyrofluid simulations

We have included the effects of equilibrium sheared E x B flows in our gyrofluid simula-
tions the following manner. In each of the fluid equations, E x B convection gives rise to three
terms:

h ‘0) Vn+v~. Vno+v~. Vn+... =O,~+vE . (1)

corresponding to a sheared equilibrium E(o) x B flow, a linear convection of the equilibrium
density gradient by the perturbed E, and an E x B nonlinearity. In our flux-tube simulations,
we solve the evolution of the fluid quantities in general geometry, in a flux-tube aligned with
the magnetic field, n(a, +, 0, -t), where CYand ~ are coordinates perpendicular to the field,
B = VCYx V@, @ is the poloidal flux, and Omeasures distance along the field line. In these
coordinates Eq. (1) becomes:

For a linearly sheared E(o) x B flow, d@(0)/~+ = 82+(0)/842(0 –IJo), where 40 is the Poloidal

flux at the center of the flux-tube simulation domain. The constant E(o) x B flow only intro-
duces a doppler shift, and is not included here. By introducing the variable transformation
c$=Cl —cf)2~(0)/8+2(tj – @o)t, so the new coordinates shear in the poloidal direction with
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‘0) Vn term is introduced, consistent with smooth statistically peri-the equilibrium flow, the v~ -
odic boundary conditions across the @domain. In other words, an eddy which is convected out
one side of the flux-tube will re-enter the other side with the appropriate rotation so it does not
feel a discontinuity. The only change to the simulations is that now radial derivatives are time

In more standard ballooning notation, this means that the 190’sshift: d! = 00 + Q~t/& where
k. = ke.500,and ~E = (e/~i)d2~(0J/~P2, and p is a normalized flux surface label.
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Fig. 1. Q(t) for seven L9&sin the presence of E x B sheax In this representation the addition ofjow
shear introduces oscillations on top of exponential growth, and a reduced effective growth rate.

The linear behavior of our initial value calculations with flow shear is shown in Fig. 1.
When a mode is sheared to sufficiently high O., we reintroduce it at negative O., to resolve the
physically relevant part of k-space. Different t90’sare linearly coupled through the boundary
condition along the field line,l making the linear calculation with flow shear 2D. This makes
the linear computations more challenging, increasing the importance of the relative speed of
our fluid model. The net growth now depends in some sense on the 190averaged growth rate,
as a mode is convected poloidally. This approach and our results are similar to Ref. 2. The
potentially destabilizing effect of parallel flow shear is not included.

In the analysis that follows, we use bounce averaged trapped electron fluid equations3 cou-
pled with the toroidal ion gyrofluid equations4 for D, an impurity, and beams, in the electrostatic
approximation. This model thus includes both the long wavelength TEM and ITG instabilities,
and has been thoroughly benchmarked against fully kinetic calculations.5

Because the details of the magnetic geometry can significantly affect the results, we solve
these equations in realistic geometry. The details of flux-tube simulation in general geometry
are given in Ref. 1. Using measured profiles from TRANSP,6 we numerically calculate the
equilibrium at each time of interest, and then calculate the necessary geometrical coefficients,
e.g. the VB and curvature drifts, using techniques in Ref. 7.

III. Detailed comparison with JET optimised shear pulse

We now analyze JET optimized shear discharge 40847? which is a stringent testbed for
the E x B shear suppression paradigm. Shortly after the beams turn on at t = 5s, an internal
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transport barrier forms and T!!increases sharply, as shown in Fig. 2(a), and Xi, calculated by
TRANSP, drops, shown in Fig. 2(b). At t = 6.8s, the edge undergoes an L-H transition, and
core confinement begins to deteriorate.
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Fig. 2. (a) Ti and (b) xi (p = 0.4) for a JEToptimizedshear discharge. At t = 6.8s there is an edge L-H
transition and the core ITB collapses.

To analyze this discharge we use profiles from TRANSP and their gradients as inputs at
the flux surface of interest. E, is calculated from radial force balance using the NCLASS
package,g using measured Vd and Vp profiles and calculating the neoclassical Ve. For this
discharge the contribution from Vddominates E,. The time behavior of the measured V4 and
calculated shearing rate, wE, are shown in Fig. 3. After the L-H transition, rotation slows and
the shearing rate is reduced.
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Fig. 3. Toroidal rotation at R = 340cm, v4, and the shearing rate at p = 0.4, WE, vs. time. After the
edge L-H transition, core rotation slows and UE drops.

Fig. 4 shows the growth rate vs. time at p = 0.4, maximized over /cepi <1.5. We first show
the growth rate ignoring E x B shear, label led TE=O.As the profiles steepen, the growth rates
first increase and then decrease, although this does not appear to be due to geometrical finite-~
.stabilization,l” in contrast to ERS on TFTR. This was tested by recalculating the equilibria with
/3 reduced by a factor of 10, and repeating the growth rate calculation with the new geometry
but the same driving gradients, and little change was found. As the growth rates drop, toroidal



ratation builds up until the shearing rate, WE, is within a factor of 2 of the linear growth rate.
This occurs near t = 6.2s, roughly consistent with the decrease in Xi shown in Fig. 2. After the
L-H transition at the edge, the toroidal rotation decreases until WEdrops below ~~=o at around
t = 7s. This is also consistent with the increase in xi in Fig. 2, and the loss of the internal
transport barrier.

Finally in Fig. 4 we show the growth rates including E x B shear, Iabelled ~f.ll. These are
very roughly consistent with the expectation of complete linear stability when WE> ~E=o, and
even more consistent with both the formation of the internal transport barrier, and the loss of
the core barrier after the L-H transition at the edge. These results encourage fully nonlinear
simulations of this discharge in the future, using the technique presented above.
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Fig. 4. Growth rates and shearing rates vs. time at the p = 0.4 surjace, calculated with and without
ExBsheax Att= 6s the shearing rate has increased to within a factor of 2 of the linear growth rate
ignoring E x B sheac ~EGCJ.After the L-H transition, toroidal rotation slows and WEdrops below TE=O.

Thefull linear growth rates including E x B sheac labelled yful[, correlate well with the reduction in xi

as the barrier isformed, and the increase in xi as the barrier collapes.
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